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Abstract— Serial interference cancellation (SIC) is a very
promising receiver structure for enhancing the uplink capacity of
WCDMA cellular systems. It can be implemented easily in prac-
tice with low complexity compared to other multiuser detection
techniques. In this work, we define and evaluate an interference
cancellation factor that models the amount of residual interfer-
ence after applying SIC. The adopted system model resembles
the WCDMA FDD mode of UMTS. We show that the amount of
residual interference is a function of the receiver structure and
a set of different system parameters. Performance results of two
proposed evaluation methods are presented and compared with
computer simulations. Using the calculated interference cancel-
lation factor, it can for example be shown that applying SIC with
soft detection and two cancellation stages can nearly double the
uplink user capacity of a WCDMA cellular system.

I. INTRODUCTION

WCDMA has been selected for the FDD mode of UMTS
due to its service flexibility and improved performance over
second generation systems. Due to asynchronous transmission
and multipath fading, the uplink receiver in WCDMA is sub-
ject to multiple–access interference (MAI). In a conventional
WCDMA system, each user is detected treating all other users
as noise. This basic scheme has a limited spectral efficiency
and suffers from the near–far effect [1]. Higher spectral ef-
ficiency can be achieved by reducing the MAI. Serial inter-
ference cancellation (SIC) is a very promising multiuser de-
tection (MUD) technique for enhancing the uplink capacity of
WCDMA cellular systems [2], [3], [4]. The major advantage
of SIC is its relatively low complexity, which is linear in the
number of users, compared to other MUD techniques.

In this work, we define and evaluate an interference cancel-
lation factor, denoted by

�
factor, which models the amount of

residual interference after applying SIC as a function of differ-
ent system parameters and the receiver structure. Some direct
applications of the evaluated interference cancellation factor
for SIC receivers are the following:� Makes the computation of the log–liklihood ratios (LLR)

more exact. The LLR values are required by the canceler
when the soft detected feedback function is used [4].� Allows the computation of the optimal required received
powers of the different users which enables the implemen-
tation of SIC with only one cancellation stage [5].� Helps in modeling SIC receivers in the system level. This
leads to an easy way to evaluate the user capacity and the
system coverage when SIC receivers are used.

� Can be used as reliability information for optimal combin-
ing in SIC receivers with multiple cancellation stages [6].� Can be used as a figure of merit to compare different SIC
structures with different system parameters.

Section II introduces the uplink system model with the con-
ventional WCDMA receiver structure. Section III presents the
main concept behind SIC. In Section IV, different ways to eval-
uate the interference cancellation factor are explained and per-
formance results for different scenarios are presented. Finally,
some conclusions are drawn in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the uplink of a WCDMA communication system
(FDD mode of UMTS) composed of � synchronous users as
shown in Fig. 1. The uplink transmission is divided into 10 ms
frames, where each frame is composed of 15 slots and each
slot is composed of 2560 chips. Each user has a data and con-
trol channel that are spread using orthogonal sequences and
multiplexed using dual BPSK [7]. The control channel is used
to transmit pilot bits for channel estimation. The data chan-
nel is used to transmit the encoded information bits. A rate
1/3 memory 8 convolutional encoder with generator polyno-
mial � �����	��
�
������������� and a random interleaver are used. For
user � , the � th encoded data bit, �����������������! #" $%����&'" $%��( ,
is spread on the real component with a pre–assigned spread-
ing sequence )*�,+.-0/*�21*��/3��4	��5�5�5���/3�26�7�8��9/*��:;�<�� '����&=��( .
Similarly, the � th control bit >���� , >����'�?�� �@BA�" $%����&#@BA�" $%��( ,
is spread on the imaginary component with a spreading se-
quence C*� + -0DE�21*��DE��4	��5�5�5��FDE�26�GH8���DE��:I�J�! '����&=�	( . The
resulting modulated signal for each data bit ( KML chips) is in-
dependently scrambled with a complex random scrambling se-
quence N � +O-QP � 1	�RP � 4	��5�5�52�RP � 6�7�8��FP � :S�I�!-UT=�'TWVX8FY " Z ( .
Note that the power on the data and control channels for user� are equal to $ � and @\[A $ � , respectively, and the number of
data and control bits per slot depend on the spreading factorsK L and K]A , respectively. The total received signal for the ^`_ba
chip of the � _ba bit, c3d , is given by:

c d +
ef
��gihkj � �il2P � :]lBm3� � �R/ � :'&nV!> � �RD � :ko]&qp d � (1)

where j � � is the single–path channel response of user � which
is assumed to be fixed over the bit duration with r��s j � �2s [	(t+u� ,
and p d is complex additive white Gaussian noise with zero
mean and variance v`[ per dimension.
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Fig. 1. WCDMA uplink system model with single user detection (SUD).

The conventional single user detector (SUD) receiver de-
spreads and descrambles each user with the same spreading
and scrambling codes used at the transmitter treating all other
users as interference. Then, a Rake receiver detects the user
signal and outputs a soft estimate of each transmitted data bit.
Assuming ideal channel estimation, the detected signal of user� after SUD is given by:��2��� + s j ����s [ �2���`& s j ����s pH����� (2)

where p	��� is modeled by the central limit theorem for large
spreading factor, K L , as a zero mean real Gaussian variable
with variance v [SUD � ��� given by:

v [SUD, � � + �K L m�v [ & �Z
ef
��� 1������ s j

� �2s [ $ � -E� & @ [A 8Eoi5 (3)

The system model can be easily extended to a multipath chan-
nel by taking the sum over all the paths for interference esti-
mation and performing maximum ratio combining in the Rake
receiver. The SUD receiver is clearly limited by the multiple–
access interference and, thus, there is a need to consider more
advanced receiver structures that achieve better performance.

III. SERIAL INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION (SIC)

The main principle behind SIC is the following: first order
the users according to a given criterion, e.g., in a decreasing or-
der of received powers. Perform SUD for the first user, obtain
an estimate of his transmitted signal using a feedback decision
function, reconstruct his received signal, and subtract his con-
tribution (data and control channel) from the total received sig-
nal. Start the process again with the second user until all users
are detected. During this first stage, the � th user in the can-
cellation chain has part of the interference from the previous�M � users canceled, and sees full interference only from the
remaining �  � users. This procedure can be repeated over
multiple stages. The general structure for stage / of a SIC re-
ceiver is depicted in Fig. 2. For the first stage, /'+�� ,  c"!d + c d
and

�c�!� : +$# , �&% �'% � . In the sequel, we assume con-
ventional power control with all users received with the same
power, $%� + $ for �(%S�)% � . Therefore, we assume that

enough cancellation stages, * ( *,+ Z ), are performed to guar-
antee symmetric conditions to all users.

The residual interference after the cancellation of the esti-
mated signal of user - , �c � : , is given by:

. � :�+ c � :] �c � :�+WP � : j � ��-0� � �i  � � �R8R/ � :B� (4)

where  � � � is the output of the feedback decision function, /%- ���8 .
Due to SIC, the variance of the noise term seen by user � in (2),pH��� , is modified and can be calculated and modeled as:

v [SIC, � � + �K L m v [ & �Z
ef
��� 1����0� s j

� �2s [ -0� � �\  � � �R8 [ o
1 �K]L m3v [ & �Z

ef
��� 1����0�

� � $ � -E� & @ [A 8Ro
+ �K]L m3v [ & �Z � -0�  �H8 $�-R� & @ [A 8Eo � (5)

where
� � is the average interference cancellation factor defined

as the ratio between the average residual interference power
and the total received power of user - . Due to the symmetric
conditions of all the users,

� � + �
for �2%3-4%�� , and, thus,v [SIC, � � +Iv [SIC. Having

� + � means that no interference is
canceled (SUD) while having

� +5# means that perfect cancel-
lation is done. The main contribution of this work is to evaluate
the value of

�
as a function of different system parameters and

the SIC receiver structure.

IV. RESIDUAL INTERFERENCE IN SIC RECEIVERS

In this section, we propose two methods to evaluate the
�

factor for SIC receivers.

A. Method I: Calculation of SIC
�

factor

Using (5),
�

is defined as:

� + � � + r76 s j ����s [�-0�����   �2���F8E[�8$i�X-R� & @ [A 8
1 9
$�-E� & @ [A 8 � (6)

where 9 can be calculated depending on the fading dis-
tribution, system parameters, and the used feedback de-
cision function, /%- ��28 , which maps the soft values at the
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Fig. 2. Detailed structure of stage 2 of a SIC receiver.

output of the SUD block,
������ � -E 43 ��&53 8 , to an es-

timate,  � � � � �  " $ � ��& " $ � � , of the transmitted signal,� � � � �� " $ � ��& " $ � ( [4]. Results are presented for three
different feedback decision functions.

1) Hard Detected Feedback: The hard detected feedback
function utilizes only the sign of the detected soft data bit esti-
mate. It is given by  �2��� + /%- ��2���R8 + " $%�7698�:<;`- ��2����8 . The main
drawback of this mapping is ignoring the amplitude of the soft
bit which leads to doubling the residual interference in case of
a wrong decision. On the other hand, this mapping has low
implementation complexity. The value of 9 in (6) with hard
detected feedback over an AWGN channel is calculated as:

9 HDF + =�$ l�r76ks j � ��s [?>A@ -�B 8 8+ =�$ lDC EGF $v [SIC H � (7)

where > @ -�B 8 is the probability of hard detection error at a
signal to interference and noise ratio B , v`[SIC is given by (5),
and C]-�IB8 is the error Q–function. Thus, given the needed
system parameters and a required value of $ ,

�
can be

calculated iteratively using (6) and (7).

2) Soft Detected Feedback: A more accurate decision func-
tion can be used which takes into account the reliability of
the soft data bits and minimizes the mean square error (MSE)
between the transmitted signal and the estimated signal given
the received signal. The solution to this classical minimization

problem is calculated as:

 � � � +KJ $ �MLON ;QP mQR ���Z o +SJ $ �ML1N ;TP m " $%�v [SIC, � � l
�� � � o � (8)

where R � � is the log–likelihood ratio (LLR) value of the de-
tected symbol of user � . The soft detected feedback function
gives a better estimate than the hard detected feedback func-
tion, but is a little more complex to implement and depends
on the channel estimates which are assumed in this work to be
known perfectly at the receiver. The detected values of user �
can be modeled as

��2���VUXWZYis j ���2s [ lE�2���k�3s j ���2s [il v [SIC [ . There-

fore, the operand of the tanh function in (8) for ����� + & " $
has a Gaussian distribution with\^] + v [] + s j � �2s [�$v [SIC

5 (9)

The output distribution of the tanh function  DE� with a Gaussian
operand is given by [8]:

/`_a � -  DE��8 + �J Z7b v [] l ���  D [ �dcfe 14hg 4i - _�j9k�a7l 11m _n �po eAq i 8 4 5 (10)

Taking into account the symmetry of the Gaussian distribution
and the tanh function, the value of 9 in (6) for SIC with soft
detected feedback over AWGN channel can be calculated as:

9 SDF + $XY �� Z<r he h  D � /`_a � -  D � 8,s  D � & r he h  D [� /`_a � -  D � 80s  D � [ 5 (11)

Therefore, the value of
�

can be calculated iteratively using (6)
and (11) with the help of numerical integration.



3) Hard Decoded Feedback: The received bits of each user
are channel encoded before transmission, thus, hard output
channel decoding can be deployed in the feedback function
which takes advantage of the error correction capabilities
of the used code. The data estimates in this case are very
reliable, but require very high computational complexity. The
calculation of

�
in this case is not possible since there is no

closed form tight bound on the performance of the used code.
The union bound was used to give an upper bound on the value
of
�

. Results have shown that the bound obtained is very loose
especially for the BER range of practical interest.

We have extended the calculation of method I to multipath
fading channels. This can be done by averaging the value of 9
in (6) over the fading distribution which is known for the case
of multipath Rayleigh fading channels [9].

B. Method II: Estimation of SIC
�

factor

The performance of cellular communication systems is mea-
sured by means of link level and system level simulations. The
simulations are carried out in two levels due to the complex-
ity of modeling the whole system into a single simulator. Link
level simulators evaluate the performance of a radio link with
all its details, where the output is usually a set of curves giving
the BER as a function of the SNR ( ����Y�K�� ). Using the output
of the link level simulations and assuming the residual interfer-
ence to be Gaussian noise, the

�
factor can be estimated as:

� + hm����
	��� o
su
 hm����
	��� o

sic-b�I �*82-E� & @ [A 82-�� Y�K]LH8 � (12)

where -�� � Y�K � 8 su and -�� � Y�K � 8 sic are the required SNR to
achieve a target BER for the single user case and the multiuser
case with SIC, respectively, and � is the channel coding rate.
The importance of this method is its independence of the used
receiver structure which is reflected by the ����Y�K�� values to
achieve the target BER. On the other hand, it requires the avail-
ability of link level simulation results.

C. Performance Results

In this section, we evaluate the value of the
�

factor using the
two proposed methods for SIC receivers with the three consid-
ered feedback decision functions. The used system parameters
are spreading factor K L +�� , @ A + �*YH� , and two cancellation
stages ( *q+ Z ). In addition to the AWGN channel, we present
results for a three path Rayleigh fading channel. The multipath
channel has the same power on each path with constant fading
per slot (2560 chips) and independent fading from slot to slot.
The evaluated values are also compared with results obtained
via computer simulations. Using link level simulation results,
Fig. 3 presents the required ����Y�K�� values to achieve a target
BER of � # e � for different number of users and feedback deci-
sion functions for SIC and SUD. The first result to be noticed
is that SIC with the three feedback functions performs better
than SUD, and that decoded feedback performs better than soft
detected feedback which in turn is better than hard detected
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Fig. 3. Required ��������� in dB to achieve a target BER of ��� �"! .

feedback. Moreover, the �#��Y2K�� required to achieve a target
BER of � # e � for the AWGN channel is lower than that for the
three path fading channel.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the evaluated and simulated values
of
�

for the AWGN channel and the three path fading chan-
nel, respectively. Results obtained using method I nearly co-
incide with the simulation results, while results obtained us-
ing method II have some deviation. The reason for this is that
method II estimates

�
by explicitely assuming the interference

to be additive Gaussian noise which in reality is not exactly true
but is an approximation. On the other hand, method I calculates
the value of

�
taking into account the operation of the feedback

decision functions in a precise way and, thus, it performs very
near to the simulation results. This deviation in the results be-
tween the two methods shows that the interference inside the
canceler does not have a Gaussian distribution. However, it
is a good approximation to model the interference as Gaussian
noise. Note that the

�
factor is a proper figure of merit to com-

pare the feedback functions with different system parameters.
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The same relative comparison results obtained from Fig. 3 can
also be inferred from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. It can be seen that the
value of

�
with hard decoded feedback is nearly zero which

indicates that most of the interference is canceled and, there-
fore, the performance approaches that of a system with only
one user. Moreover, for a given feedback function, the value
of
�

for the three path fading channel is less than that for the
AWGN channel, even though the required � � Y�K � to achieve
the target BER is higher for the fading channel.

Fig. 6 presents the calculated (method I) and simulated val-
ues of

�
versus �#��Y�K�� for �J+ � users over an AWGN chan-

nel. It can be seen that at low SNR, SIC barely subtracts any
interference due to many errors in the detection (the value of�

is very high). On the other hand, as the SNR increases, the
efficiency of the SIC receiver becomes better for the differ-
ent feedback functions, leading to less cancellation errors and
less residual interference. Again, the results obtained using
method I nearly coincide with the simulation results especially
for the range of practical interest (BER between � # e � and � # e �which is equivalent to Z�� � � Y�K � � 
 dB). The same relative
observations have also been realized for the three path fading
channel.

The derived
�

values can also be used to estimate the system
user capacity using SIC. For example, SIC with soft detected
feedback and two cancellation stages has

��� #k5 = at a BER
of ��# e � over an AWGN channel. This indicates that in a sys-
tem with one cell (no intercell interference), the system user
capacity using SIC is more than double the capacity using the
conventional SUD receiver.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have defined and analytically evaluated us-
ing two methods the

�
factor which models the amount of

residual interference remaining after applying serial interfer-
ence cancellation (SIC) at the receiver of a WCDMA sys-
tem. The adopted system model resembles the uplink of the
WCDMA FDD mode of UMTS. Three feedback decision func-
tions with trade–off in performance and complexity were con-
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sidered. Computer link level simulation results were also done
to verify the calculated results.

It is shown that SIC with � +u� Z users and spreading factorK]L]+ � can achieve a gain of 3 dB to 7 dB depending on the
used feedback function compared to the conventional SUD re-
ceiver for an AWGN channel. Moreover, using decoded feed-
back nearly perfect cancellation can be achieved (

��� # ), while
using detected feedback

�
varies between 0.4 and 0.7. This

shows for example that using SIC with soft detected feedback,
around 60% of the interference is canceled inside the serial in-
terference canceler. The evaluation of the

�
factor has been

extended to multipath fading channels and performance results
for a three path fading channel have also been presented.

Results are being extended to include the effects of non–
ideal channel estimation. The worse the channel estimation,
the higher is the residual interference and, thus, the higher is
the value of

�
.
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